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Extra-syllabicity in Roots?
To explain why root-final consonants are not copied in 

heavy reduplication I propose that these consonants are 

extra-syllabic. We can motivate extra-syllabicity with

NO CODA (ROOT) which applies to root internal but not 

root-external syllables. Root faithfulness then forces the 

pronunciation of the final extra-syllabic segment.
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a. naμ‹rs› naːμμ-naμ‹rs›

b. tra‹k› traːμμ-tra‹k› 

c. ŋya‹w› ŋyaːμμ-ŋya‹w›

Extra-syllabicity has been proposed elsewhere for 

English, Dutch, German, and so forth, but not for 

Ilokano. 

Under such an analysis, the reason that monosyllables 

cannot copy apparent coda consonants is that they lie 

outside of the prosodic template used in reduplication, 

resulting in the reduplication of a light CV followed by 

compensatory lengthening. 

A Bonus from Using NO

CODA (ROOT)

A lack of codas in roots may help explain a second 

peculiarity of Ilokano, namely, apparent “heavy” 

syllables in Ilokano never attract stress, even though 

heavy reduplicants do.
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a. kaldíŋ ‘goat’ never *káldiŋ

b. baŋʔí ‘to smell of toast’ never *báŋʔi

c. salték ‘house gecko’ never *sáltek

Ilokano Heavy Reduplication
Ilokano reduplication maps segments of the base onto a 

prosodic template (Hayes and Abad 1989, repeated in 

Crowhurst 2004; McCarthy et al 2012, McDonnell 2007 

and others). Heavy reduplication is one of multiple 

reduplication strategies, which maps segments onto a 

monosyllabic two-mora template with either coda 

consonants (1a, 1b) or long vowels (1c, 1d).
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a.  dígos ‘bathe’ nag-digμμ-dígos ‘bathed ’

b.  kaldíŋ ‘goat’ kalμμ-kaldíŋ ‘goats’

c.  dáʔit ‘to sew’ daːμμ-daʔit ‘is sewing’

d.  ŋyaw ‘meow’ ŋyaːμμ-ŋyaw ‘is meowing’

Long vowels are only utilized where an eligible coda is 

unavailable: VV sequences and VʔV sequences.

A Peculiarity in the 

Reduplication Pattern

Monosyllables act funny in reduplication, however, and 

have so far avoided analysis. First, although disyllabic 

root-internal consonants are utilized as codas in 

reduplicants as in 1a and 1b, monosyllabic roots like that 

in 1d and 2 (below) always result in long vowels; root-

final consonants are ineligible for reduplication (3).
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a.  trak ‘truck traː-trak ‘trucks’

b. nars ‘nurse’ naː-nars ‘nurses’ 

c. ŋyaw ‘meow’ ŋyaː-ŋyaw ‘is meowing’
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a. *trak-trak

b. *nar-nars

c. *ŋyaw-ŋyaw

Some Tableaux and Examples 

of the Parse

REDμμ-(na)‹rs› >   naː-nars

REDμμ-(di.go)‹s› >   dig-digos

Initial syllable [ki] is light because of NOCODA

(ROOT) and therefore does not attract stress. Observed 

stress pattern: kisláp.
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